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Chapter 4291 
Randal saw the undisguised killing intent in Marven’s eyes, 
 
His heart was suddenly terrified to the extreme! 
 
He threw himself on his knees and kowtowed while begging in tears, 
 
“Mr. Ye …… I …… am young and impulsive… …” 
 
“Please, for the sake of my family, which is at least the second-largest Chinese family in the United 
States,” 
 
“Forgive me this time, how much money you want, just ask, my father will make you satisfied …… please 
…… “ 
 
Marven did not want to see him acting, so said in a cold voice: 
 
“Randal, you really think money is everything? Your great-grandfather was so rich,” 
 
“Did he not fail to hold the position of the family head?” 
 
“I’m telling you, even if I were to trade the entire Fei family’s assets for your life,” 
 
“I wouldn’t agree to it! Adults must pay the price for their actions!” 
 
“Not to mention you, even your father and your grandfather have to pay the corresponding price for 
your actions!” 
 
“Because as the old saying goes, if the son is not taught, the father is at fault!” 
 
Randal subconsciously questioned, “Aren’t you afraid that the Fei family will retaliate?” 
 
“My father, my grandfather, if they know that you killed me,” 
 
“They will definitely devote all of the Fei family to avenge me!” 
 
“Your father, your grandfather?” When Marven heard this, he sneered: 
 
“To tell you the truth, your great grandfather Douglas, and your cousin aunt Stella,” 
 
“Are now protected by my people,” 
 
“I will not only solve you but also your father and your grandfather,” 
 
“If your great grandfather has the chance to return to the United States,” 



 
“Do you think he will let your father and your grandfather go?” 
 
“If he dares to let them both go, I will not let him go!” 
 
When Randal heard this, his whole body was terrified to the core! 
 
He never dreamed that his great grandfather and his cousin aunt, 
 
Whom his grandfather had been trying to find, were in Marven’s hands! 
 
At this moment, he finally realized what kind of existence this man had. 
 
Originally, he thought that Marven was a vicious wolf that rushed to the Fei family to try to take a bite. 
 
But now he realized that Marven was actually the hunter with a gun. 
 
And the current Fei family, in his eyes, was just a mere earth dog under the gun. 
 
In this instant, he was already scared out of his mind and said in tears, 
 
“Mr. Ye …… I beg you to have mercy and spare me once ……” 
 
“Whatever you ask, I will make my father and grandfather agree to you unconditionally ……” 
 
“I only beg you to leave me a dog’s life ……” 
 
Marven smiled faintly and spoke, “Begging for mercy would be unnecessary,” 
 
“It’s better to save your strength and think about how you will die.” 
 
The terrified Randal wanted to continue to beg Marven for mercy, 
 
But Marven didn’t give him a chance and turned to Joseph and Hattori Kazuo and said, 
 
“Joseph, Kazuo, you two come with me, I have something to tell you.” 
 
The two men immediately answered and were about to go upstairs with Marven, 
 
When Randal went crazy and kept kowtowing and begging: 
 
“Mr. Ye …… please let me go, Mr. Ye …… Mr. Ye… …” 
 
Marven ignored him and directly led the two to the first floor. 
 
Joseph said to Marven: “Mr. Ye, there is a meeting room on the first floor, let’s go there.” 
 
“Okay.” Marven nodded and followed Joseph to the meeting room on the first floor. 



 
Hattori Kazuo also followed in with trepidation, both hands on his chest rubbing constantly, 
 
His heart was already nervous to the extreme. 
 
Marven looked at the two people and said, 
 
“I want to make this matter bigger now since it is a stage singing,” 
 
“The movement is small also sorry for such a big stage in New York.” 
 
Joseph respectfully asked, “Mr. Ye, what is your plan?” 
 
Marven laughed: “I asked Hattori Kazuo to cut off Randal’s two ears,” 
 
“Just to properly stimulate the Fei family,” 
 
“And simply give the Fei family a kidnapping case with the highest ransom ever in the history of New 
York.” 
 
Chapter 4295 
The good thing is that the women did not pester, seeing that no one opened the window, 
 
They all went back to the roadside and continued to look for other targets. 
 
At this time, Adam’s cell phone rang again. 
 
He hurriedly looked down, only to see this time a new strange number sent a text message, 
 
And the text message is: “See the blonde woman who lost two incisors on the side of the road?” 
 
“You get out of the car and walk up to her, stuff a thousand dollars into her collar,” 
 
“She will give you something, my people are watching you,” 
 
“You do not play any tricks, otherwise, wait to collect your son’s b0dy!” 
 
Adam received this text message, and looked up at the roadside where there were standing a few 
women, 
 
only to find that the blonde, the woman who lost two incisors, 
 
Is not the woman who just came to knock on the window of his car, and scared him. 
 
With the thought that the other party may also have AIDS, he had a feeling of retching, almost vomiting. 
 
However, he never dreamed that the mysterious person who kidnapped his son, 
 



Would ask him to stuff money into that woman’s collar! 
 
He could not help but curse angrily: “This is not a fcuking bully!” 
 
“If there was really something to give me, wouldn’t it be enough to just ask her to take it out?!” 
 
The bodyguard couldn’t help but ask: “Young master, did the other party text again?” 
 
Adam looked at the woman outside the car window and said with disgust, 
 
“Son of a b!tch, he asked me to stuff a thousand dollars into that woman’s collar,” 
 
“In exchange for something he gave me! This is outrageous!” 
 
The bodyguard said, “Young master, why don’t I go?” 
 
“The man should have instructed the woman that if someone stuffs $1,000 into her lapel, she should 
give it to him. 
 
“No ……” Adam said offhandedly, “They have people watching in secret,” 
 
“If I play tricks, they will turn against Randal!” 
 
The bodyguard blurted out, “Young Master, you can’t go by yourself,” 
 
“What if this woman is a killer or she has a bomb on her? We can’t guarantee your safety!” 
 
When Adam heard this, he was shocked himself, 
 
He was worried that if this was a trap against him, 
 
Then once he got off, he was afraid that he would be in bad luck. 
 
However, he knows very well that if he does not do as he is told, then his son is likely to face the risk of 
life. 
 
Moreover, if he does not do it, his father will definitely be discontented with him after he finds out. 
 
Dawson’s style of action is dry and ruthless, very averse to timid and cowardly people, 
 
And Adam is not the only son, there are two younger brothers eyeing the position of the family head, 
 
If his performance this time left Dawson disappointed, 
 
Then in the future, he wants to inherit the position of the family head, the difficulty will certainly 
increase a lot. 
 
After thinking about it, he decided to take a chance. 



 
So, he called his father, Dawson, and once the phone call came through, Dawson asked, “Adam, how is it 
going?” 
 
Adam told his father about the situation, 
 
And deliberately said in a generous tone of death: 
 
“Dad, if something happens to me, you must promise me to find Randal!” 
 
Dawson gave a light hum and said, “Don’t worry, he has no reason to kill you.” 
 
Adam was surprised and asked, “Dad, why do you think so?” 
 
Dawson said in a cold voice: “He kidnapped Randal and took the initiative to contact you,” 
 
“Which proves that he must be looking for money.” 
 
“If he kills you, he won’t get a penny, but also ruins his credibility in front of us.” 
 
“If he uses Randal to threaten me and ask me for ransom after he kills you,” 
 
“It’s unlikely I’ll give something to him, so it’s more than worth it to him. 
 
Adam was suddenly a little resentful. 
 
He thought he could take this opportunity to show off a little bit with his father, 
 
But he didn’t expect to end up botching it, 
 
Making his father think he was a fool who couldn’t understand the situation. 
 
Depressed to the core, he could only say to Dawson, 
 
“Okay dad, I know, I’ll go over there and see what medicine they are selling in the gourd!” 
 
“Hurry up!” Dawson urged, “If there is any news, notify me the first time!” 
 
Chapter 4296 
Adam could only do as he was told. 
 
He hung up the phone, asked his bodyguard to take out a thousand dollars in cash, 
 
Clutched it in his hand, and took a deep breath 
 
Then said to the bodyguard, “Open the door!” 
 
The bodyguard said nervously, “Young master, it’s too dangerous to go directly there,” 



 
“Why don’t I go check and see if there’s anything wrong with that woman first!” 
 
“No need ……” Adam shook his head, his father had already spoken his words, 
 
If he still let someone go to check the woman, 
 
In case the news reached Dawson’s ears, he would be very disappointed with him. 
 
So, he could only push the door and get out of the car, and step toward the woman on the road. 
 
Several women did not expect that a middle-aged man came down from inside the Cadillac and walked 
straight toward them. 
 
So, a few people are busy scratching their heads and eyebrows, hoping to get the man’s favor. 
 
Adam looked at the eyes but was more disgusted with the prickly scratch and the dirty body. 
 
But he had no choice but to brace himself and come to the blonde woman, 
 
Rolled up the thousand dollars in his hand and stuffed it into the woman’s collar. 
 
There was a gasp of surprise all around, and the other women looked dumbfounded. 
 
They may not get a hundred dollars a day here, 
 
But this rich man came over and gave their companion a thousand dollars, 
 
Which simply makes them envious to the extreme. 
 
The blonde woman, who was also excited at the moment, 
 
Took the money out of her collar and counted it one by one, 
 
And after she was sure it was a thousand dollars, 
 
She said excitedly, “Oh my God, you must be Mr. Fei? 
 
Adam was almost staggered by the stench in her mouth, resisted the urge to vomit, and asked, 
 
“The money is given to you, where is the stuff? Did someone ask you to give me a certain thing?” 
 
The blonde woman said with delight, “I thought that guy was deliberately playing a trick on me,” 
 
“But I didn’t think there was really such a good thing ……” 
 
The woman looked at Adam and suddenly stepped forward and hugged him and ki55ed him on the 
mouth! 



 
A large group of bodyguards thought the woman was going to suddenly turn on Adam, 
 
Suddenly rushed out of the car with guns. 
 
At this time, Adam also jumped, and quickly pushed the woman away, 
 
While constantly wiping his mouth, while angrily said: 
 
“Yuck yuck yuck! Danm it! You are fcuking sick ah! Who the h3ll let you k!ss me?” 
 
Immediately after, he saw the woman’s two arms, full of dense needle holes, but also a scared face pale. 
 
He kept spitting hard, and at the same time kept slapping his clothes, cursing: 
 
“Do you have fcuking AIDS? If you have fcuking AIDS, I’ll have someone fcuking shoot you!” 
 
The woman looked at so many fierce bodyguards, 
 
At the moment all with guns aimed at her, and scared and aggrieved said: 
 
“The Foundation’s doctor told me …… AIDS is not transmitted through k!ssing …… “ 
 
Adam instantly collapsed, the irritable jumped up and cursed: “Fcuk! You really fcuking have it ah!” 
 
A group of bodyguards heard this and felt like it is a dangerous enemy, 
 
One of them thought that this woman is deliberately poisoning the young master, 
 
Immediately gave an angry rebuke: “Say it! Why are you doing this! What is your purpose?” 
 
The woman was so aggrieved that she opened her eyes and said, 
 
“It was the man who told me that a gentleman named Fei would give me a thousand dollars,” 
 
“And that if I received his thousand dollars,” 
 
“I would have to give him the most passionate k!ss and an elaborate little gift ……” 
 
“Fcuk!” Adam instantly understood that he was being calculated by that son of a b!tch. 
 
At this point he couldn’t care less, he just wanted to hurry up and get the clue, 
 
Then immediately go back and have the doctor prepare HIV-blocking drugs for himself. 
 
So, he stared at the woman with a black face and asked, 
 
“Danm, what the h3ll is the little gift? Hurry up and bring it out for me!” 



 
Chapter 4298 
After he took the video, he immediately went to the corner behind the motel and got into a dilapidated 
Dodge car, 
 
Then the car started the engine and quickly drove away from the place of the incident. 
 
And at this time, Adam was still holding Randal’s two ears and crying out in pain. 
 
The bodyguard repeatedly persuaded him for a long time but to no avail. 
 
Helpless, several people can only help him to the car, 
 
And then the convoy quickly returned to the Fei family estate in Long Beach. 
 
On the one hand, his heart ached for his son, worried about his son, 
 
and on the other hand, he hated those ninjas to the bone. 
 
He could not wait to immediately catch them in pieces, but unfortunately, 
 
They have not yet been able to grasp their real identity. 
 
Dawson has many ears and eyes, and most of the bodyguards around Adam report to him, 
 
So without waiting for Adam to return, he had already heard about this matter. 
 
He was particularly fond of Randal, and when he heard that his grandson’s ear had been cut off, 
 
He was even more furious, and was already in his study, smashing everything he could. 
 
The old lady heard the news and rushed to see what was going on, 
 
But it was hard to stop Dawson, the old lady asked what happened, 
 
She was even more distressed, seeing that there was nothing in the room to smash, so she punched 
Dawson, crying: 
 
“You must save my grandson alive! If not, I will be dead for you!” 
 
Dawson was upset and did not want his wife to follow him, so he said impatiently, 
 
“Okay, I know! Randal is your grandson and also my grandson, I will do whatever it takes to get him 
back!” 
 
The old lady asked again, “Are you sure? In case they kill without blinking…… to …… Randal” 
 
When it comes to this, the old lady really can’t say anymore. 



 
Dawson waved his hand and said, “Don’t worry, they must be trying to make money, 
 
As long as they are trying to make money, they will certainly not kill Randal.” 
 
The old lady hurriedly said, “No matter what the final result is, 
 
You must give me those people in pieces!!!” 
 
The movement of the old man and woman smashing in the study soon alerted Randal’s mother, 
 
As well as other members of Fei’s family. 
 
Dawson didn’t hide anything from them, so he informed everyone about what happened. 
 
Randal’s mother directly fainted, while the other Fei family members were also apprehensive. 
 
They were accustomed to being pampered, but when they heard that there were people, 
 
Who dared to kidnap a Fei family member and even cut off his ears, they were angry and scared. 
 
For a while, the whole Fei family was in a state of turmoil. 
 
And before Adam arrived home, another popular video appeared on the Internet. 
 
The title of the video is very shocking, it says 
 
“Adam Fei, the son of the Fei family, k!ssed a pr0stitute on the street in North Brooklyn!” 
 
The content of the video clearly captures how Adam stuffed $1,000 in cash into the collar of the 
pr0stitute, 
 
And how the pr0stitute hugged him in a passionate k!ss. 
 
The video ends abruptly at this point, without any follow-up. 
 
This is a common ‘partial news rule’ used by the popular media, 
 
Not to report the whole story, but only the part they want to report, 
 
So that they can induce viewers to take the story out of context. 
 
This trick is simple and direct and nasty to the extreme, but it works very well. 
 
People don’t know the cause and effect, 
 
They only know from watching the video that the young master of the Fei family 
 



Bought s3x on the street and k!ssed with a pr0stitute. 
 
This immediately triggered a fervent discussion on the Internet. 
 
OVer there matter of seeking s3x is not really explosive news, people here are relatively more open to 
that aspect, 
 
So they are not used to it. 
 
However, although they have seen cheating, but never seen so by rich people. 
 
So this kind of thing can only give them a big shock. 
 
Chapter 4299 
Many people are incredulous about Adam’s heavy tastes, 
 
And it is because of this huge contrast that this matter is rapidly fermenting on the Internet 
 
And will soon explode all over the net. 
 
Adam still didn’t know that when his motorcade drove into the Fei family estate, 
 
He had already become a hot and big internet sensation. 
 
What Marven likes most is to hit the people where it is most painful. 
 
He deeply knows what the rich people care most about, so he can always find their weak points. 
 
For most rich people, what they care about most is just two things, profit, and reputation. 
 
Since you want to make a big deal out of this, 
 
And want to cause more damage to the Fei family, 
 
This way of exposing the scandal is the best solution. 
 
When Adam returned home and met a group of angry family members, he realized that he had been on 
fire online. 
 
When he saw the video of himself being spread wildly on the Internet, he was almost angry enough to 
die in place. 
 
That unpleasant stand-up girl made him sick all the way to the car and almost vomited several times. 
 
Plus the feeling of holding his son’s two ears in his hands made him even more miserable. 
 
It was hard for him to go home and prepare to take the HIV blocking medication immediately, 
 



But he didn’t expect that the video of himself k!ssing the street girl would go viral first. 
 
He was so angry that he almost thundered and yelled in front of his family, 
 
“I must find out the son of a b!tch who released the video,” 
 
“I can’t take this fcuking heat until he’s dead! 
 
Dawson said in a cold voice: “This video must have been taken since you didn’t get out of the car,” 
 
“It was clearly waiting for you, maybe it was one of them.” 
 
Adam was confused and said, “Dad, if they want money, just ask for money, what the h3ll are they going 
to do?” 
 
He said, he handed out his son’s two ears and said, 
 
“Also, why are they treating Randal so cruelly?” 
 
“Aren’t they afraid that our Fei family will fight with them to death?!” 
 
Dawson frowned and said, “I can understand if they cut off Randal’s ears,” 
 
“It’s just to show us their guts and let us know that they can do anything, so as to break our will ……” 
 
Said, he could not help but smacked his lips, face very serious: 
 
“But he controlled you, treated completely as if you are a monkey,” 
 
“This move I really do not understand, how to look at this is not necessary……” 
 
“You tell me, this matter is exposed, what good is it to them?” 
 
The Fei family all shook their heads with a bewildered look. 
 
No one could understand why the other party did not put the Fei family in the slightest, 
 
Kidnapped the Fei family member and spit in the Fei family’s face. 
 
And at the same time, Adam’s video, in the whole network has become hotter and hotter. 
 
Not only in the United States, but even around the world, it has caused a huge sensation. 
 
Even in China, which is half a world away, it has made it to the short video platform, 
 
As well as the hot search on the microblogging platform. 
 
The world’s netizens, all like to eat rich people’s melon. 



 
The Fei family, one of the world’s top families, 
 
Is stronger than the Korean Lee family and the Japanese Ito family. 
 
Not to mention the top Korean plutocrats like the Lee family, 
 
When a Korean airline owner’s daughter forced the plan to return from New York JFK Airport, 
 
Because the stewardess gave her a packet of nuts but did not put them on the plate. 
 
The incident immediately became the world’s hot topic, 
 
And finally, the daughter, was not only forced to resign, give a public apology, and even she was 
sentenced to one year in prison. 
 
The Fei family’s curiosity is not known how many notches higher compared to this, 
 
So this kind of big melon is naturally loved by people around the world. 
 
As a result, the Internet is flooded with all kinds of comments and flirtations. 
 
Some people said, “I think this Adam must be a pervert,” 
 
“Otherwise it is impossible to go to such a pr0stitute,” 
 
“This kind of pr0stitute on the country lane, even for ten dollars no one even would look at her!” 
 
“I see the coffin of the old Fei family ancestors, the board can’t even cover it!” 
 
“They certainly do not understand how their own family can produce such a heavy mouth offspring!” 
 
Chapter 4300 
Someone else said, “I guess, this Adam should have some special fetish,” 
 
“Maybe people with money like the kind of women who are covered with needle eyes and may even 
carry HIV;” 
 
There are even more damaging people commented: 
 
“You do not know, the Fei family has invested in a large number of drug research and development 
teams,” 
 
“And biological laboratories over the years,” 
 
“I estimate that the Fei family may have developed a special drug to treat AIDS,” 
 
“The young master Fei plans to personally infected with AIDS, and then to try the drug!” 



 
On the internet, there were all kinds of sarcastic and burning remarks, 
 
And they were in all kinds of languages, simply tuning out the gossiping enthusiasm of the global 
netizens. 
 
Seeing that the public opinion of the Fei family is getting worse and worse, 
 
Adam is also anxious, crying face to Dawson said: 
 
“Dad, you help me think of a way ah, if this matter continues to ferment so,” 
 
“Not my face is the face of our entire Fei family ah …… “ 
 
The most worrying thing for Adam at this time is that this matter will make him lose his reputation. 
 
If everyone sees him or hears the word, Adam, 
 
He will immediately be associated with his k!ssing the street girl, 
 
Then his future is completely finished, he is like a bad artist, 
 
And his father in the future will never let him succeed as the head of the Fei family. 
 
Therefore, he could only beg his father to think of a way to help him reverse this situation. 
 
Dawson was also very worried at this time. 
 
Not only was he worried about his son’s reputation, 
 
He was also worried about the future of the Fei family. 
 
After all, he had just taken the position of the Fei family’s head, 
 
And the outside world had been rumored to have usurped power and seized the throne, 
 
Which made the Fei family itself carry a lot of negative impacts, 
 
And now if this matter was allowed to ferment, then the Fei family’s reputation would only get worse. 
 
Thinking of this, he could not help but grit his teeth and said offhandedly, 
 
“Now this situation, if you want to save the day, you can only sell misery ……” 
 
“Sell misery?!” Fei family members looked at Dawson, 
 
Many of them have already guessed what he was going to do. 
 



Dawson spoke at this time: “We must completely eliminate the negative impact of Adam now,” 
 
“But the Internet spreads things too fast,” 
 
“We simply have no way to make all the platforms around the world to delete the video,” 
 
“In that case, it will only make the public more resentful …… “ 
 
Speaking of which, Dawson’s voice sank and he said coldly: 
 
“So, the only thing we can do now is to hurry up and set up a new persona for Adam!” 
 
The crowd looked puzzled, Adam also asked with some confusion, 
 
“Dad, what persona are you going to give me?” 
 
Dawson said, “To give you a great father persona!” 
 
“The reason why you did what you did on the video is not that you were looking for a woman or had any 
special fetishes,” 
 
“But because your son was kidnapped and you had to go to the danger alone because you were in love 
with your son!” 
 
“In this way, not only can completely overturn all the negative aspects of the network,” 
 
“But also immediately let you gain a lot of supporters! Let your image in the public’s mind reach a 
peak!” 
 
Hearing this, Dawson’s second brother, Nelson Fei, couldn’t help but ask, 
 
“Big brother, do you mean to publicize the matter of Randal’s kidnapping?!” 
 
“Yes!” Dawson said without hesitation, “That’s right! The situation can only be reversed if all of it is 
released!” 
 
And we have to strike while the iron is hot,” 
 
“Immediately contact the media reporters, let them come to the home to interview, turn the passive 
into active!” 
 
Adam hurriedly said, “Dad! Will this not anger the kidnappers?” 
 
“In case it angers them, I’m afraid Randal will be in bad luck ……” 
 
“No.” Dawson waved his hand and said, “Do you think they will rest until they get the money?” 
 
“They have done so much deliberately, is it not to want money?” 



 
“If they kill Randal, then they won’t get anything!” 


